RNA binding proteins (RBPs) play key roles in determining cellular behavior by manipulating the processing of target RNAs. Robust methods are required to detect the numerous binding sites of RBPs across the transcriptome. RNA-immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (RIP-seq) and crosslinking followed by immunoprecipitation and sequencing (CLIP-seq) are state-of-the-art methods used to identify the RNA targets and specific binding sites of RBPs. Historically, CLIP methods have been confounded with challenges such as the requirement for tens of millions of cells per experiment, low RNA yields resulting in libraries that contain a high number of polymerase chain reaction duplicated reads, and technical inconveniences such as radioactive labeling of RNAs. However, recent improvements in the recovery of bound RNAs and the efficiency of converting isolated RNAs into a library for sequencing have enhanced our ability to perform the experiment at scale, from less starting material than has previously been possible, and resulting in high quality datasets for the confident identification of protein binding sites. These, along with additional improvements to protein capture, removal of nonspecific signals, and methods to isolate noncanonical RBP targets have revolutionized the study of RNA processing regulation, and reveal a promising future for mapping the human protein-RNA regulatory network. © 2017 The Authors. WIREs RNA published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Our appreciation of the importance of RNA processing in the maintenance of cellular homeostasis has increased significantly in recent years. RNA binding proteins (RBPs) interact with their target RNAs to affect the creation, localization, and function of each RNA molecule in the cell. Disruption of these protein–RNA interactions by mutations in RBPs has been implicated in many diseases including neurodegeneration and cancer. Therefore, identifying the RNA targets of specific RBPs is important for deciphering the molecular mechanisms of RBP-mediated diseases.

Here, we discuss current technologies that identify RBP targets and present technical challenges that need to be addressed in the future. In particular, we focus on three major areas of active research in the identification of high confidence, transcriptome-wide RNA binding sites: (1) advantages and disadvantages of UV and other crosslinking methods in RBP:RNA complex capture (Figure 1), (2) recent efforts to optimize the efficiency of converting isolated RNA molecules into cDNA fragments for high-throughput
sequencing (Figure 2), and (3) how incorporation of controls and normalization strategies enables proper ranking of binding sites and removal of artifacts (Figure 3). Although significant challenges still prevent the comprehensive identification and quantification of all RNA binding events in a cell, recent technical innovation has greatly enhanced our ability to identify RNA binding targets of hundreds of different RBPs from less than a million cells. With these improvements, RNA researchers are poised to dramatically expand the range of biological questions that can be addressed using transcriptome-wide profiling of protein–RNA interactions.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSCRIPTOME-WIDE DISCOVERY METHODS FOR PROTEIN–RNA INTERACTIONS

As the need to identify transcriptome-wide protein–RNA interactions continues to grow, it is important for researchers to be aware of both the benefits and shortcomings of methods designed to capture and sequence protein-bound RNAs.

RNA Immunoprecipitation

RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) followed by quantification on a microarray (RIP-chip) or with high-throughput sequencing (RIP-seq) was the earliest method, and has been used to provide insights into the biological function of RBPs.⁹,¹⁰ RIP methods involve cell/tissue lysis and immunoprecipitation of native RNA–RBP complexes with an antibody recognizing the RBP of interest. With the use of a total input RNA quantification from the lysate prior to immunoprecipitation, RIP provides a quantifiable binding score for enrichment of specific target RNAs.⁹ Since RNA–protein interactions are not stabilized by a covalent crosslink, the stringency of the wash conditions needs to be carefully adjusted to ensure that direct protein–RNA interactions are maintained, while nonspecifically bound RNAs are washed away. Thus, RNAs bound to RBPs with low-affinity may not be recovered. In addition, kinetically unstably bound RBPs may dissociate from their RNA targets and re-associate with other RNAs during harsh lysis conditions such as sonication.¹¹,¹² Milder lysis conditions appear to not lead to post-lysis interactions.⁹ Ultimately the extent of post-lysis re-association likely depends on the kinetic properties of the RNA–protein interaction, the lysis and immunoprecipitation conditions,¹³ and the relative abundances of the RBP and its RNA targets.¹²

Binding-site-resolution RIP

Historically, RIP experiments could only identify binding events at the whole transcript-level as the lack of an RNase digestion step prohibited the identification of specific binding sites within a transcript. Recently, a digestion-optimized RIP-seq method (‘DO-RIP’) was developed to investigate protein–RNA interactions with binding-site resolution.¹³ Using HuR as a proof of concept, the authors identified digestion conditions that resulted in the isolation of RBP-protected RNA fragments of 20–70 nucleotides, allowing binding-site mapping at high resolution. By using control samples that include total input RNA and a negative control immunoprecipitation (IP) with nonspecific antibodies, DO-RIP quantitatively identifies transcriptome-wide protein binding sites by assigning relative enrichment scores that rank the protein occupancy of identified sites.

Crosslinking Followed by IP

Crosslinking followed by immunoprecipitation (CLIP) was developed to enable more stringent purification of protein–RNA complexes.¹⁴ CLIP reduces the recovery of off-target RNAs indirectly associated with the RBP of interest by permitting more stringent washes of the protein–RNA complex, which disrupts protein–protein interactions. Immunoprecipitated RNAs are then treated with an optimized concentration of RNase to create short RBP-protected RNA fragments 20–70 nucleotides in length. CLIP was the first high-throughput method to identify transcriptome-wide protein binding sites on RNAs and has been used for over a decade to profile many RBPs.¹⁴–¹⁶

STABILIZATION OF PROTEIN–RNA INTERACTIONS BY CROSSLINKING

The implementation of UV-crosslinking was an important breakthrough enabling higher stringency IP and identification of binding sites at high resolution. UV-crosslinking at 254 nm wavelength only creates a covalent bond between an amino acid residue and the RNA base if they are in very close proximity, a constraint that is typically only met with specific, direct interactions.¹⁷ While this selectivity is a key strength of the CLIP approach, even favorable interactions are inefficiently captured. Crosslinking yields generally range from <1% to 5% using standard low-pressure mercury lamps, which typically
deliver irradiances on the order of 1 mW/cm². Boosting energy beyond the standard 400 mJ/cm² used in CLIP not only gives higher yields, but also increases inter-/intrastrand crosslinks and phosphodiester backbone breaks that may interfere with library generation and the ability to map sequenced fragments to the genome. Pulsed lasers capable of emitting 266 nm radiation at >10⁶ W/cm² on a nanosecond timescale induce crosslinking via two-photon excitation of nucleobases, a process distinct from the monophotonic mechanism of low-intensity irradiation. This approach has been reported to achieve crosslinking efficiencies of >50% for purified RNA–protein complexes in solution and it remains to be seen whether its RNA products are suitable for high-throughput sequencing.

**Inherent Biases of 254 nm UV-crosslinking**

Although commonly used due to its simple procedure and applicability to unmodified cells or tissues, standard UV-crosslinking does have known biases that could affect interpretation of downstream results. First, *in vitro* biochemical studies suggest that there are biases in crosslinking efficiency for specific nucleotides and amino acid residues: notably, pyrimidines are more photoactivatable than purines. Similarly, while all amino acids are viable substrates for crosslinking, their reactivity is highly variable (with Cys, Lys, Phe, Trp, and Tyr residues crosslinking with the highest efficiencies and His, Glu, and Asp crosslinking with moderate efficiency). In addition, it is theorized that RBPs that bind double-stranded RNAs crosslink particularly poorly because the deep and narrow groove of A-form helical structures generally preclude access of amino acids to the nucleotide. Thus, depending on the nature of the RBP–RNA interaction, crosslinking will capture some more efficiently than others, while still others are missed entirely. These limitations have led to the development of alternative methods to stabilize protein–RNA interactions, increasing efficiency and widening the scope of protein–RNA interactions amenable to capture (summarized in Figure 1 and detailed below).

**FIGURE 1** | Methods to capture protein–RNA interactions. Different techniques are required to capture single-stranded (green), double-stranded (blue), and indirect (yellow) RNA interactions. Crosses (X) in red mark RNA sites that are crosslinked to the RNA binding protein. Right: UV treatment at 254 nm preferentially captures binding in single-stranded regions. Bottom right: 0.1% formaldehyde treatment captures all protein–protein and protein–RNA interactions. Bottom left: RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) uses a native pulldown (no crosslinking) to capture binding events with antibody selection. Optimized RNA digestion conditions can reveal specific binding sites with RIP. Left: Photoactivatable ribonucleoside (PAR) analog treatment increases UV crosslinking efficiency at 365 nm. Top left: Methylene blue intercalates between the bases of double-stranded RNA to allow crosslinking in double-stranded regions in the presence of visible light. Top right: Protein–RNA interaction sites are marked by exogenous RNA modifications. This requires creating a fusion protein to modify RNA near binding sites with biotinylation (BioTag-BirA) or A-to-I RNA editing (ADAR).
Crosslinking with Nucleoside Analogs

Photoactivatable ribonucleoside CLIP (PAR-CLIP) uses metabolic RNA labeling in cell culture to incorporate UV-reactive nucleosides analogs, such as 4-thiouridine (4sU) or 6-thioguanosine (6sG), which crosslink at a wavelength of 365 nm (Figure 1). RNA yield after crosslinking is increased by the UV-reactive nucleosides compared to traditional UV-crosslinking,21 which has driven high adoption of the method.22-24 PAR-CLIP has the added benefit that as many as 70% of reads contain a T to C mutation after reverse transcription (RT) at the crosslinking site of 4sU,21 which provides additional confidence in identified binding sites. 4sU does not appear to impair global RNA or protein synthesis in cells at concentrations of up to 100 μM, that is, the concentration used in PAR-CLIP25 and has been used for decades for site-specific RNA–protein crosslinking studies and, more recently, to measure RNA synthesis and decay rates in vivo.26 In their initial PAR-CLIP study, Hafner et al.21 reported that mRNA abundance profiles of HEK293 cells treated with up to 1 mM 4sU or 6sG for 12 h were not grossly perturbed, but Burger et al.27 subsequently showed in several cell lines that 50 μM 4sU for 6 h inhibits ribosome biogenesis, triggers a nucleolar stress response and causes proliferation defects. As another potential limitation of the method, only the supplied nucleotide will be available for crosslinking, so crosslinking sites are limited to sequence regions containing the supplied nucleotide. Lastly, RNAs with high turnover rates may be overrepresented due to greater incorporation of the nucleoside analog on a short time scale.

Non-UV Techniques to Crosslink Protein-bound RNA

Given that UV-crosslinking requires close association between an amino acid and a nucleotide residue, it is likely inefficient for dsRNA binders that interact with structural features of the backbone and have low accessibility of the nucleotide base.28 hiCLIP29 and CLASH30 are two methods that combine UV-crosslinking with an RNA–RNA ligation step to specifically identify double stranded RNA (dsRNA) regions that interact with an RBP of interest. However, less than 2% of sequenced reads using these methods contain an RNA–RNA crosslinking event between the two interacting strands of RNA, highlighting the inefficiency of capturing dsRNA interactions with UV-crosslinking. Thus, there remains a need for the development of improved capture methods to profile RBPs that do not interact directly with a nucleobase.

Intercalating Agents

One potential approach to specifically capture dsRNA–RBP interactions is with treatment of methylene blue. Methylene blue intercalates between the bases of dsRNA to open up the RNA structure and allow crosslinking of dsRBPs in the presence of visible light31 (Figure 1). This method is highly specific for RBP-dsRNA interactions and is estimated to have 10–15% efficiency in vitro.32 Methylene blue treatment could be used in combination with 254 nm UV crosslinking in vivo to capture both single and double-stranded RNA interactions, or performed in independent experiments to distinguish single and dsRNA interactions of the same protein.

Chemical Crosslinking

Another alternative to UV is to perform crosslinking with low concentrations (0.1%) of formaldehyde, a reversible crosslinking agent (Figure 1).32 Formaldehyde has long been used to map protein–DNA interactions, and was recently used to profile both RNA binding of proteins that have classically been characterized as chromatin modifiers33 as well as direct RNA-chromatin interactions.33 However, as formaldehyde also crosslinks protein–protein interactions, the concern of indirect crosslinking to large ribonucleoprotein complexes (e.g., ribosomes, RNA polymerase II, P-bodies, or other RNP granules) has generally limited its use for studying RBPs. Additionally, at low formaldehyde concentration (10-fold lower than field standard for ChIP), the question of overall crosslinking efficiency has yet to be addressed.

Marking Binding Sites through Direct RNA Modification

The limitations of the above crosslinking methods have led researchers to explore noncrosslinking based approaches to profile RBP–RNA interactions by direct modification of target RNAs. One such method, TRIBE, fuses the deaminase domain of ADAR to the RBP of interest to cause ectopic RNA editing near the sites of RBP binding34 (Figure 1). These editing sites can be detected by direct sequencing of RNAs compared to an endogenous, untagged control to identify ADAR-RBP fusion-dependent RNA editing events. A major advantage of this technique is that the editing readout is sequencing based (as A-to-I changes modify the cDNA sequence), rather than IP based, eliminating the requirement of crosslinking and IP.34 However, substrate specificity inherent to the ADAR deaminase domain could impose a bias in the selection and efficiency of
deamination at specific binding sites. Additionally, this method requires expression of the RBP-ADAR fusion protein, very deep sequencing, and a robust computational method for identifying editing sites.

Another approach utilizes *in vivo* RNA modification by fusing the RBP of interest to a ‘bio’ tag that recruits BirA ligase to biotinylate nearby RNAs. Biotinylated RNAs can then be purified in stringent conditions with a streptavidin pull-down to isolate and sequence RNA sequences located near protein binding sites. Further work will be necessary to explore RBPs that would be suitable for this approach, and whether there are biases in biotinylation frequency.

**METHODS TO SELECT FOR A PROTEIN OF INTEREST**

**Antibody-based Immunoprecipitation**

The RBP of interest is enriched in a CLIP experiment by immunoprecipitation with a monoclonal or polyclonal antibody. While not all RBPs have an IP-grade antibody, many groups are working to generate databases of validated antibodies to expand the pool of RBPs that can be immunoprecipitated. Proteins for which there is no validated IP-grade antibody requires fusion to a peptide tag for IP at either the N or C terminus. This approach has been widely used in cell culture and in model organisms by both over-expression of a transgene or modification of the endogenous genomic locus. Regardless of the antibody used, a control IP with an IgG isotype-only control should be performed in parallel to provide a specificity metric for the IP. Additionally, there is variation in the specificity of antibodies raised against different epitope tags, and therefore it is important when using tags to perform a negative control IP on a sample that does not contain the tagged protein.

**Increasing the Purity of Protein–RNA Complexes**

CLIP protocols include a protein gel purification step in part because washing of the immunoprecipitated protein–RNA complex does not remove all indirect protein interactions; the strength of the protein–antibody interaction limits the stringency of washing. Other strategies have been developed to increase the specificity of the IP and remove the need for additional gel purification of the complexes. Singh et al. used a double IP strategy with two different antibodies in succession to increase the specificity and purity of the final sample. The double antibody selection without gel purification produced a library with the same purity as a single IP followed by gel purification. This method has the added benefit that it can either be applied to a single protein with two antibodies, or a protein complex in which two different components of the complex are targeted for IP.

More recent iterations of tagging strategies are designed to increase the strength of protein capture to that of a covalent interaction, to allow for extremely harsh washing and complete removal of noncovalently linked protein and RNA species. Protein purification tags (such as the HIS, Bio/BirA, or TAP-TAG) can be inserted next to a protein at the genomic locus with CRISPR and allow for stringent protein purification conditions. The recently developed Halo Tag has extremely strong and highly specific interactions to the HaloLink resin for protein capture, although its large size (297 amino acids), can potentially disrupt nearby protein–protein interactions in an endogenous setting. These and other tagging strategies hold promise for both increasing the signal to noise ratios in CLIP-seq data and eliminating the need for gel purification of the protein–RNA complexes.

**ELIMINATING RADIOACTIVITY FROM CLIP METHODS**

**Replacing Radiolabeling with Fluorescence**

Preparation of a CLIP library requires the optimization of RNA fragmentation after IP to ensure that the resulting RNA fragments are long enough to be uniquely mappable to the reference genome, but short enough to identify binding sites at high resolution. Historically, this has been performed by titrating RNase, resolving the RBP-RNA complexes by SDS PAGE gels, and autoradiographic visualization of radiolabeled RNA. RNase treatment results in a characteristic smear above the size of the protein of interest. As an additional control for IP specificity, at the highest RNase conditions all digested fragments would resolve to a single band at the size of the protein of interest. However, radiolabeling posed an inconvenience for widespread adoption of CLIP, and recent advances have eliminated it. For example, irCLIP uses an infrared-dye-conjugated and biotinylated RNA adapter that can be imaged with a digital fluorescence imager. This adapter enables visualization of RNAs under different digestion conditions with a digital scanning readout that does not require radioactive materials.

**Standardized RNA Fragmentation**

RBPs bind RNAs of varying size, and different cell types contain varying levels of endogenous RNases.
As a result, RNA trimming should be optimized for each experiment. For large-scale enhanced CLIP (eCLIP) experiments performed as part of the ENCODE (https://www.encodeproject.org) efforts, we explored the requirement of customized fragmentation conditions for every CLIP experiment. In a single cell type, we tested a wide range of RNase concentrations for two RBPs representative of the extremes of RNA target lengths: RBFOX2, which binds intronic regions within pre-mRNAs that can be hundreds of kilobases in length, and SLBP, which exclusively binds the 3' untranslated regions (UTR) of the ~150 nt intronless histone mRNAs. The total number of binding clusters and their distribution across and within genic regions (i.e., intronic regions, coding sequence, 5' and 3' UTRs) were surprisingly robust to the extent of RNA digestion.43 Therefore, once endogenous levels of RNase have been accounted for in the cell/tissue type of interest, a single, optimized concentration of RNase is often appropriate to yield informative binding profiles for most RBPs.

**IMPROVING THE RECOVERY RATE OF RNAs PREPARED FOR SEQUENCING**

**Measuring PCR Duplication**

In early CLIP protocols, the low amount of RNA recovered after crosslinking and immunoprecipitation, coupled with inefficiencies in enzymatic reactions during library preparation, led to the need for many cycles of PCR amplification to generate sufficient material for sequencing. This often resulted in libraries of low sequence complexity, that is, containing a large fraction of duplicated reads. We estimated the duplication rate from publicly available CLIP datasets and found that on average, a staggering 83.8% of sequenced reads were flagged as PCR duplicates.43 To illustrate, a standard sequencing library requires ~100 fmols (~6 × 10^10) DNA molecules. If 25 PCR cycles are required to produce this amount, and one assumes 80% PCR efficiency, then the initial unamplified library only contained ~25,000 molecules (6 × 10^10)/(1.825^25). Therefore, only up to 25,000 reads in the final sequenced library will have originated from unique molecules and all additional reads are attributable to PCR duplicated sequences. To precisely quantify and remove PCR duplicated reads, adaptors containing short random sequences are ligated to the fragments during library preparation to uniquely tag each RNA fragment prior to PCR amplification. These unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) enable accurate classification of unique and duplicated reads by comparing the mapped genomic coordinates of reads that contain the same UMI.16,44,45

**Addressing RT Termination at Crosslink Sites**

Increasing the total yield of recovered cDNA has led to some of the greatest improvements in library complexity. In the first generation CLIP protocols, such as HITS-CLIP,15 both 5' and 3' RNA adapters are ligated prior to RT (Figure 2). After first-strand cDNA synthesis, the sample is PCR amplified with primers complementary to a portion of the adapters ligated at the ends of the RNA. Since UV-crosslinking chemically modifies the nucleotide bridging the RBP-RNA crosslink, RT enzymes are prone to termination at the crosslink site, and as many as 80% of the resulting cDNA products lacked the 5' adapter and therefore lacked the 5' primer binding site.46 These sequences fail to be PCR amplified and are thus lost from the sequencing library. Individual nucleotide resolution CLIP (iCLIP) and subsequent methods (eCLIP, irCLIP) addressed this issue by performing the second adapter ligation after RT, such that the second adapter is ligated to all cDNA fragments regardless of the RT termination site (Figure 2). Because a subset of reads terminate at the RT stops, this approach has the added advantage that the end of a portion of reads, after genome mapping, mark crosslink sites and therefore enable binding sites to be identified at single nucleotide resolution.16

**Increasing Enzymatic Reaction Efficiency**

In addition to recovering more RNAs by adding the second adapter after the RT step, improvements in enzymatic reaction efficiencies have greatly increased the yield of unique fragments prior to PCR amplification. Zarnegar et al. optimized the reaction condition for each step of library preparation by using an infrared-dye-conjugated adapter to quantify the amount of RNA before and after each reaction with a dot blot.42 The resulting irCLIP libraries have a much higher yield of unique library fragments and therefore require a small number of PCR cycles to maintain a high complexity library. Similarly, the eCLIP method employed highly optimized reaction conditions to improve the overall yield of sequencing libraries by ~1000-fold over libraries generated with the iCLIP method.43 These improvements have now made it possible to reliably generate informative CLIP libraries from limited amounts of starting material (less
**FIGURE 2** Comparison of CLIP-seq library preparation protocols. HITS-CLIP/CLIP-seq perform adapter ligation on both ends of the RNA while other protocols only ligate an RNA adapter on the 3’ end. RNA digested fragments are visualized with radiolabeling (HITS-CLIP/CLIP-seq and iCLIP), infrared dye imaging (irCLIP), or not at all (eCLIP). RNA is then transferred and isolated from a nitrocellulose membrane. In the case of eCLIP, a size-matched input sample is excised to control for background. For all, reverse transcription (RT) generates cDNA using the 3’ RNA adapter as the priming site. As the RT enzyme commonly terminates at crosslinking sites, there will be a mixture of full length and truncated fragments. iCLIP and irCLIP have a circularization step to put the second adapter on the DNA fragment. Ligation in irCLIP has been highly optimized to improve efficiency. eCLIP uses a second ligation step that has also been optimized for efficiency. HITS-CLIP/CLIP-seq fragments that have incomplete RT cannot PCR amplify due to the loss of the second adapter sequence. For all, cDNA fragments are then PCR amplified to generate enough material for sequencing. Recent methods (irCLIP, eCLIP) have routinely high complexity libraries generated from a low number of PCR cycles.
than one million cells), and at scale (hundreds of RBPs).

**CONTROLLING FOR BACKGROUND RNA SIGNAL**

As RNAs are dynamic in their expression, subcellular localization, and structural features, accurate quantification of protein bound RNAs has been quite challenging in CLIP-seq experiments. In contrast, the fixed number of copies of DNA elements in the nucleus allows for a much simpler background for robust quantifications of DNA binding from ChIP-seq experiments. Therefore, it is crucial to perform quality checks on the identified binding sites. Control experiments such as a nonspecific antibody selection, or an input sample to normalize background abundance can be used to increase the confidence of identified binding sites.

**Ranking Significance of Identified Binding Sites**

Binding sites are identified computationally as genomic regions that contain a pileup of reads mapping to that specific site (ie. peaks). After binding sites have been called, they can be quality checked by a variety of metrics. If a nonspecific antibody selection resulted in enough RNA to sequence, sites that were called as peaks in that sample can be flagged as background sites. Some CLIP protocols, such as CLIP-seq/HITS-CLIP, preserve crosslink-induced mutations (CIMS), which can be used to identify the specific nucleotide residue that was crosslinked. Other methods, such as iCLIP, irCLIP, and eCLIP capture the crosslinking site at RT termination as marked by the end of the sequencing read. If a binding motif is known or validated for the protein of interest, peaks can be filtered to those that contain the motif. And perhaps most importantly, if multiple biological replicates or antibodies targeting different epitopes for the same RBP are used, peaks that are reproducible across replicates make up the list of most confident binding sites.

**Input Control for Background**

Washing and gel purification of the protein–RNA complex removes the majority of proteins and RNAs bound nonspecifically. However, washing still does not result in a perfectly pure sample and it is possible that some peaks identified are due to a contaminating RBP, or sticky RNA that is contaminating the IP. To address this, the eCLIP protocol has incorporated a size-matched input to capture nonspecific, background RNAs that are sequenced in a CLIP experiment (Figure 3). The size-matched input contains 2% of the cell lysate that has been crosslinked, run on a gel, transferred to a membrane, and cut at the same size range as the IP (up to 75 kDa above the protein of interest). This input fraction has the same crosslinking, fragmentation, ligation, and amplification biases as the IP sample. Therefore it is an important control for highly abundant, sticky RNAs that are bound by many proteins and get called as binding sites in many CLIP experiments. An enrichment score of reads in the IP relative to the size-matched input for a given peak location provides a metric for the specificity of a binding event relative to background (Figure 3). This metric enabled quantification of enriched binding even at abundant transcripts commonly considered as artifacts across CLIP experiments, such as MALAT1. It is important to note that the enrichment score calculated here is not the same as what has been historically used for RIP experiments. The main difference is that the input in a RIP sample is total RNA, whereas the input used for eCLIP contains only the pool of crosslinked RNAs.
RNAs that are bound by proteins that run within the same size range on the gel. Therefore the eCLIP input captures the experimental background in the individual CLIP experiment, rather than providing an enrichment score relative to total RNA.

A technical limitation that remains in CLIP-seq experiments is the ability to address *in vivo* protein binding occupancy on transcripts. Quantification of binding occupancy with CLIP methods is confounded by IP efficiency, crosslinking efficiency, and the inability to simultaneously measure RBP binding and RNA abundance in a sample. Therefore, if two peaks are identified with the same enrichment score on two independent transcripts, it is not yet possible to determine which one correlates to a higher stoichiometric binding occupancy at its respective site. However, this question can be critical to addressing the functional relevance of binding sites. For example, if one transcript has 20 copies in a cell and all 20 are bound by a protein, that is likely a different mode of regulation than a binding site on a transcript that has 200 copies in a cell, 20 of which are bound by protein. It remains an open challenge to identify modifications to the CLIP procedure that would enable such quantitative estimates of binding occupancy.

**THE NEXT STEP: IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL BINDING SITES**

With the plethora of binding sites identified by RIP and CLIP-related technologies, there is an urgent need to evaluate and prioritize the function of these binding sites. Key questions that need to be addressed include: (1) Are all binding sites functional? (2) What are the properties of functional binding sites? (3) How do we define, measure, or experimentally validate functional binding sites? Orthogonal assays to measure RBP function can address these questions. For example, a splicing map can be generated from an analysis of alternative splicing to compare binding location relative to exons that are alternatively spliced upon knockdown of a protein of interest. Emerging high-throughput screening techniques using CRISPR genome editing, tethering, and other methods to assay RNA processing allows for the manipulation of specific binding sites to evaluate function. To test the function of a given binding site, antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) can be introduced to inhibit protein binding, or CRISPR genome-editing can be used to modify the binding site and test the resulting behavior of the endogenous RNA target. Tethering strategies using MS2 hairpins or RNA-guided Cas9 can be used to probe RBP functions, such as splicing or mRNA degradation, by tethering the protein to a previously unregulated site. Comprehensive RBP-RNA interaction maps annotated with regions where binding is associated with a validated cellular function should serve as a valuable tool for engineering synthetic RNAs to direct proper packaging, expression, and behavior of particular RNAs for therapeutic use.

**CONCLUSION**

The ability to identify transcriptome-wide RBP binding sites with CLIP and RIP technologies has played a critical role in our ability to understand molecular mechanism of RBP function. In the past few years, dramatic improvements in library preparation efficiencies and removal of radioactivity from CLIP have led to more widespread adoption of CLIP. The incorporation of an input sample has greatly increased the ability to distinguish true binding sites from background signal in an experiment. Future improvements are needed to: (1) increase the efficiency of protein–RNA capture with methods other than UV-crosslinking, (2) increase the strength of protein capture to allow for higher stringency washes without the need for gel purification, and (3) develop orthogonal assays to determine functional binding sites. These improvements will enhance our ability to identify and interpret functionally relevant RNA elements across the transcriptome.
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